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The use of mathematical models to summarized clinical or biological outcomes with 

respect to the distribution of dose throughout an organ or tissue has great appeal.  At its 

best, the overall cumulative effects of all parts of a heterogeneously irradiated object 

could be summarized in terms of a clinically relevant outcome such as a normal tissue 

complication probability (NTCP).   

 

Despite this appeal, integration of these concepts into mainstream treatment planning has 

been slow in coming.  Parameterization of the models is conceptually simple, requiring 

input data consisting primarily of dose, volume and outcome information.  However, 

uncertainties in accumulated total effective dose and differential irradiated volumes 

together with heterogeneities in biological responses can make these determinations 

difficult.  At best, it has been possible to obtain broad “population” based model 

parameters for some organs for “groups of similarly-treated patients”.  In general, as used 

today, these models are not by themselves (i.e., without additional stratification factors) 

“predictive” of outcome for “individual” subjects, nor can their use be generally 

extrapolated to the treatment of populations with techniques that vary greatly from those 

originally used. 

 

However, disclaimers aside, their appeal remains great, and real progress has been made.  

In this part of the session some of the basic concepts associated with outcomes models 

will be presented.  Examples will be given as to how the models accommodate the 

responses of different types of normal tissues.  We will show how implementation of the 

models in evaluation or planning generally first requires reduction of a complex dose 

distribution (or DVH) into an equivalent “uniform” total (or partial) organ dose.   

 

Objectives: 

1. Understand the basis and statistical nature of standard NTCP models. 

2. Recognized that dose distribution reduction remains a basic component of their 

implementation.  

3. Appreciate, that as currently used, most results apply to “populations” of “similarly 

treated” patients. 


